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ABSTRACT

The flow over two different multi-element airfoil configurations is computed using linear eddy viscosity turbulence models and a nonlinear explicit algebraic stress model. A subset of recently-measured transition locations using hot film on a McDonnell Douglas configuration is presented, and the effect of transition location on the computed solutions is explored. Deficiencies in wake profile computations are found to be attributable in large part to poor boundary layer prediction on the generating element, and not necessarily inadequate turbulence modeling in the wake. Using measured transition locations for the main element improves the prediction of its boundary layer thickness, skin friction, and wake profile shape. However, using measured transition locations on the slat still yields poor slat wake predictions. The computation of the slat flow field represents a key roadblock to successful predictions of multi-element flows. In general, the nonlinear explicit algebraic stress turbulence model gives very similar results to the linear eddy viscosity models.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Overview

The prediction of high-lift (multi-element airfoil) flow fields currently represents a difficult challenge for the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) and turbulence modeling community. Even in two dimensions, state-of-the-art CFD codes fail to predict trends with Reynolds number or trends with flap/slat rigging changes sufficiently accurately. Without the capability to consistently predict trends using CFD, aircraft designers must rely on heuristic techniques and wind-tunnel experiments, which themselves present additional difficulties when attempting to scale the results up to flight Reynolds numbers.

The flow around a multi-element airfoil or wing is inherently complex. Variations in angle of attack and different slat/flap settings often present very different and distinct challenges. For example, for typical landing configurations, viscous effects can dominate compressibility effects near stall, whereas for typical take-off configurations compressibility can dominate the stall physics. Also, flap separation is often seen at low to moderate angles of attack, whereas stall is often caused by an unloading of the aft portion of the main element due to rapidly spreading and merging shear layers and wakes over the flap.

Although high-lift devices work essentially because they manipulate the inviscid flow, viscous effects are crucial as well. According to Meredith, some of the viscous features that can affect 2D multi-element systems include: (1) boundary layer transition, (2) shock/boundary layer interactions, (3) viscous wake interactions, (4) confluent wakes and boundary layers, and (5) separated flows. Some important insights into the physical processes that govern high-lift aerodynamics were summarized by A. M. O. Smith in his landmark 1975 paper. In particular, he described several effects that contribute to improved high-lift characteristics of multiple elements over single elements.

A great body of work on high-lift flows, both experimental and computational, has built up since that time. (See, for example, discussions in the papers by Lynch et al., Hajnes, Woodward and Lean, Thibert et al., Valarezo, and Ying.) Some experiments have been performed expressly for the purpose of CFD code validation. For example, an AGARD three-element take-off configuration, tested in the early 1970's and subsequently used as a part of a battery of AGARD test cases, was recently used as a code validation challenge by the CFD Society of Canada. Experiments have also been performed in the NASA Langley Low Turbulence Pressure Tunnel (LTPT) on McDonnell Douglas three-element landing configurations, used as test cases in a CFD Challenge Workshop held at NASA Langley in 1993. Several papers have been written that describe various aspects of experimental testing on these configurations.

Since the CFD Challenge Workshop, there have been many CFD results reported for the McDonnell Douglas three-element configurations, using a variety of numerical schemes for the Navier-Stokes equations. The incompressible Navier-Stokes code INS2D, using both point-matched and overset grids, has been used extensively to assess the ability of CFD to model trends with configuration changes, as well as to assess the effects of tunnel walls, grid density, and turbulence model. It has also been coupled with a transition-prediction methodology. Compressible Navier-Stokes codes have been used as well. Jones et al. used the CFL3D code with overset grids to compute flow over both the 2D McDonnell Douglas three-element configurations as
well as 3D flow over wings with flaps. The structured grid codes OVERFLOW and TLNS3D and the unstructured-grid codes NSU2D and FUN2D have also been applied to the 2D McDonnell Douglas configurations.\textsuperscript{5,25,26}

1.2 Code Validation Issues

Overall, CFD comparisons with experiment for the 2D McDonnell Douglas three-element configurations have been somewhat ambiguous. Considering the inherent complexity of the flow field, CFD results are surprisingly good, particularly with regard to surface pressures. Unfortunately, the trends with Reynolds number and configuration changes are not accurate enough to meet the needs of wing designers, and the maximum lift coefficient and the angle of attack at which it occurs tend to be overpredicted.\textsuperscript{1} However, it is still not clear at this time whether the fault is due to (1) inadequate modeling in the CFD (turbulence models, transition models), and/or (2) the fact that CFD is not simulating the same configuration as experiment.

The former possibility may play a role because turbulence models vary in the accuracy to which they predict free shear flow behavior (such as spreading rate), and most in use today are eddy-viscosity one- and two-equation models that do not account for curvature effects or anisotropy. It is possible that some missing effects such as these may be important in certain regions of multi-element flow fields. Additionally, most CFD codes prescribe rather than predict transition locations; these locations can have a significant effect on the solution.\textsuperscript{2,7,25} Moreover, the transition process itself is usually not modeled. Instead, the eddy viscosity is generally "switched on" at transition points. More sophisticated transition models, such as that employed by Cheng\textsuperscript{26} (in an interactive boundary layer code coupled with an algebraic turbulence model), are currently not in wide use. The presence of laminar separations bubbles, which are usually associated with high peak suction and steep adverse pressure gradients, are also generally not accounted for.

The latter possibility – that CFD may not be simulating the same configurations as experiment – arises particularly because of questions regarding deviation from two-dimensionality in experimental tests and the applicability of 2D CFD simulations to such flows. Additionally, the effects of surface roughness, tunnel turbulence, external tunnel devices, and structural model deformations need to be considered. Since multi-element airfoil flow appears to be very sensitive to all of these parameters, it is often difficult to determine precisely why a CFD simulation is in error from a given experimental result. As an example of the experimental sensitivity, a three-element airfoil section representing the section at 59% span of the A310 wing was found to give a negative trend of $C_L$ with Reynolds number between 6 million and 16 million for an unpolished model, but a positive trend when the model was polished.\textsuperscript{30}

1.3 Turbulence Model Studies

Rogers et al.\textsuperscript{31} has shown that several different eddy-viscosity models tend to be consistent in their prediction of the flow over the McDonnell Douglas three-element configuration. The differences between the turbulence models are generally smaller than the differences between computation and experiment. Some further perspective may be gained on the issue of turbulence modeling by considering other experimental and computational results for different configurations. Squire\textsuperscript{52} and Agoropoulos and Squire\textsuperscript{53} compared computed velocity profiles and turbulence quantities with experimental results over a two-element model designed to explore slat-wake / main-wing-boundary-layer interaction. They describe the merging process by three regimes: (1) unmerged, when the wake and boundary layer are separated by a potential core, (2) initial merging, when the outer part of the wake and inner part of the boundary layer are unaffected, and (3) full merging resulting in a new, thicker boundary layer (although full merging usually does not occur prior to the main element trailing edge.) Using the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations with a $k - \varepsilon$ turbulence model and an algebraic stress model (ASM), they found good agreement between both models and experiment in the initial stages of the merging, with somewhat better results using the ASM. Decelerated flows were predicted with the same accuracy as those in constant pressure. Squire also discussed the fact that stress transport models often predict too rapid a relaxation of the flow following disturbances since model constants are generally weighted toward equilibrium flows. This results in a too rapid disappearance of the velocity defect in the wake, as well as of the corresponding shear stress peaks.

In addition to computing the CFD Challenge Workshop landing configurations, Anderson and Bonhaus\textsuperscript{34} computed the flow over a McDonnell Douglas three-element take-off configuration with the unstructured code FUN2D. They compared with the experimental results of Nakayama et al.\textsuperscript{35} including turbulent shear stress data. Using the one-equation eddy-viscosity turbulence model of Spalart and Allmaras,\textsuperscript{36} turbulent shear stress profiles were found to be in overall reasonable agreement with the experiment. Peak levels were underestimated on the flap, but results in that region may not have been sufficiently grid-converged.

Lien and Leschziner\textsuperscript{37} and Lien et al.\textsuperscript{38} computed the flow over both a separated single-element ONERA airfoil as well as a two-element (main element and flap) NLR-7301 airfoil.\textsuperscript{39} They compared results using $k - \varepsilon$ two-equation eddy-viscosity models with full second-moment Reynolds stress closure models on the ONERA airfoil, and found that the latter models are generally superior. However, all of the turbulence models performed poorly in the far wake, in regions where the turbulence production over dissipation is low. The $k - \varepsilon$ eddy-viscosity model performed fairly well on the NLR-7301 airfoil, although wake mixing was incorrect and there was insufficient mixing between the wing wake and flap boundary layer. This was attributed to the inability of the $k - \varepsilon$ model to represent curvature-turbulence interaction.

Godin et al.\textsuperscript{40} also computed the flow over the NLR-7301 airfoil, using the one- and two-equation eddy-viscosity turbulence models of Spalart and Allmaras\textsuperscript{40} (S-A) and Menter\textsuperscript{41} (SST). They found good agreement in general with both models, although the SST model tended to be more accurate in separated flow regions while the S-A model performed better in attached flows and wakes, including the merging wake / boundary layer re-
region. Turbulent shear stress profiles appeared to agree better in general with experiment than the results of Lien et al.\textsuperscript{38} using the $k-\varepsilon$ eddy-viscosity model, but velocity profiles were similar. Cao and Kusunose\textsuperscript{27} Jasper et al.\textsuperscript{2} and Fritz\textsuperscript{23} also computed this 2D flow, using various zero-, one-, and two-equation eddy-viscosity models. Generally positive agreement with experimental data was obtained for lift, surface pressures, and velocity profiles, although the zero-equation (algebraic) model used in Jasper et al.\textsuperscript{2} resulted in poorer predictions of boundary layer parameters and stall onset compared with a one-equation model. No comparisons with Reynolds stress data were made in these three references.

The results for the NLR-7301 airfoil seem to support the finding of Rogers et al.\textsuperscript{31} (for the McDonnell-Douglas configuration) that, while there are certainly noticeable differences at a detailed level, many eddy-viscosity turbulence models overall tend to have only relatively minor effects on global properties for multi-element airfoil predictions. (This conclusion is of course dependent on particulars of the flow field in question. For example, for flows with boundary layer separation, models such as S-A and SST have been shown to be superior to the "standard" Jones-Lauder version of $k-\varepsilon$.)\textsuperscript{44} The question of whether more advanced nonlinear turbulence models would produce significantly better results for multi-element airfoils remains open.

1.4 Focus of this Paper

Because of the complexity and interdependence of many factors in high-lift computing and experimentation, it seems inappropriate to focus solely on the subject of turbulence modeling without regard for other factors. We therefore take a somewhat broader approach. The purpose of this paper is to contribute to a greater understanding of issues surrounding CFD validation against high-lift wind tunnel tests. As a consequence, it focuses both on experimental as well as numerical issues. Specifically, the purpose is threefold: (1) introduce a subset of transition locations for the 2D McDonnell Douglas three-element configuration recently measured in the LTP with hot film, (2) demonstrate the effect of a nonlinear explicit algebraic Reynolds stress turbulence model\textsuperscript{45} on the CFD solution for both the AGARD take-off configuration\textsuperscript{1,12} and the McDonnell Douglas landing configuration.\textsuperscript{15-17} It is hoped that by taking this approach, we can not only determine the impact of modeling the nonlinear Reynolds stress terms, but also demonstrate the importance (and difficulty!) of accurately modeling the wind tunnel experiment, particularly with regard to the transition process.

2. DESCRIPTION OF THE AIRFOIL CONFIGURATIONS AND CFD GRIDS

Two multi-element configurations are investigated in this paper. Both employ one-to-one point connectivity across grid zones. Grids with one-to-one point connectivity ensure conservation across boundaries and provide improved continuity of grid spacing at zonal interfaces, although this type of grid generation is substantially more difficult than for overset grids.

Only fine grids are employed, since extensive grid sensitivity studies have been published previously for both the CFL3D code\textsuperscript{24} as well as for other codes\textsuperscript{20,21,22,26} over similar configurations. These studies indicate that velocity profiles are more sensitive to grid density than surface pressures and lift coefficient. When between 100,000 - 200,000 grid points are used for point-matched grids similar to the grids used in the current study, further refinement yields only minor differences in the computed velocity profiles.\textsuperscript{21} These earlier studies also indicate the importance of having sufficient resolution in the wakes and boundary layers. The grids used in the current study have over 100,000 grid points with minimum normal wall grid spacings that yield an average $y^+$ of approximately 0.3 - 0.4 for their respective free stream Reynolds numbers. The grids are also clustered in the wake regions of each element.

The first case is a three-element configuration defined as case A2 in a battery of AGARD test cases\textsuperscript{11} and used as a test case for the code validation challenge\textsuperscript{12} by the CFD Society of Canada in June 1996. Although tested in a wind tunnel with solid walls, the AGARD test case is performed on a "free air" grid with far field extent of about 10 chords. (The original model has a stowed chord of $c = 0.7635$ m, and the tunnel height to chord ratio is $H/c = 5.19$.) The slat is positioned at an angle of 25°, while the single-slotted flap has a moderate deflection angle of 20°, typical of a take-off configuration. A close-up of the grid used for this case is shown in figure 1. This is a 4-zone grid with 114,908 grid points. The abscissa of this figure is given in terms of $x/c$, and the stowed airfoil would have its leading and trailing edges at $x/c$ of 0 and 1, respectively. This configuration is computed at $M = 0.197$ and $Re = 3.52 \times 10^{6}$ based on stowed-geometry chord. Transition is tripped on the main element at $x/c = 0.125$ on both the upper and lower surface, and is free on the slat and flap.

![AGARD configuration grid](image)

Fig. 1. AGARD configuration grid, with every other grid point removed.

The second configuration is a three-element McDonnell Douglas configuration,\textsuperscript{15-17} tested in the LTP and used as a test case in a CFD Challenge Workshop held at NASA Langley in 1993. The model has a stowed chord of $c = 0.5588$ m and the tunnel height is
H/c = 4.09. The particular slat and flap settings employed are: slat deflection of 30°, slat gap of 2.95%, slat overhang of -2.5%, flap deflection of 30°, flap gap of 1.27%, and flap overhang of 0.25%. This rigging designation is referred to as 30P-30N. It is typical of a landing configuration. It is computed using both a “free air” grid with far field extent of about 15c, as well as a grid that models an angle of incidence of 19° with LTPT walls. This latter grid extends 15c upstream and 19c downstream of the model to avoid the possibility of inflow / outflow boundary influence on the solution, although the actual LTPT test section does not extend this far. A close-up of this latter grid is shown in figure 2. This is a 5-Zone grid with 138,389 grid points. It is computed at $M = 0.2$ and $Re = 9 \times 10^6$ based on stowed-geometry chord. In the wind tunnel test, transition is free on each of the elements.

3. DESCRIPTION OF THE TRANSITION TEST AND DATA

A subset of transition data recently taken in the LTPT is presented here for the McDonnell Douglas three-element configuration. The hot-film sensors are similar to those used by Nakayama et al. for a similar configuration in the same wind tunnel. They are thin nickel films on a 0.05mm polyimide substrate. The sensors are arranged in a straight streamwise array at 73.4% span, whereas most pressure taps are located at 50% span. Side-wall suction is used to maintain approximate two-dimensionality for the flow. However, this is optimized for 16° angle of attack. Generally, up through this angle the discrepancies in pressure distribution between the 50% span row and an auxiliary pressure tap row near the hot films are moderate. Above 16°, three-dimensionality becomes more pronounced; hence it may be a contributing factor in results shown below. Details can be found in Bertelrud.47

Three-dimensionality affects the data in two ways. First, span-loading variations, which manifest themselves as variations in effective angle of attack, cause the locations of suction peaks and stagnation points to be displaced in the chord-wise direction. Second, separated or low-shear regions, as well as brackets, etc., may cause spanwise flow that alters the transition data. Assuming experimental data are available, the upper surface chordwise effects may be accounted for in the CFD, at least in part, by relating the transition to the distance downstream of the suction peak as opposed to using an absolute geometric location. However, for all the McDonnell Douglas cases in this paper, this is not necessary because the computed suction peak locations agree with those in the experiment to within a distance less than the densest pitch of the hot films. Spanwise effects are not easily accounted for.

Transition locations are determined based on information from 359 surface hot films on the three elements. The start and end of transition are extracted from an analysis of a combination of standard deviation, skewness, and flatness factors of the hot film signals, plus in most cases an additional examination of the signal traces for auto- or cross-correlations. Note that even though the films are located at 2.54mm pitch (or $\Delta s/c = 0.0045$) in the most dense regions, the flows at higher angles of attack have fairly short transition regions, so that only one or two films pick up the feature.

Table 1 lists the starting and ending transition locations for the 30P-30N configuration at two angles of attack, along with locations of the suction peaks. Results are given both in terms of the surface coordinate $s/c$ (where $s/c = 0$ corresponds to the location on the forward part of each element in the stowed position where...
y/c = 0) as well as the deployed x/c coordinate. Depending on location, the data are accurate to between Δs/c = ±0.002 - 0.005. Possible film sheet influence on transition has not been taken into account. An "n/a" for the transition start (S) or end (E) indicates that a definitive start or end to transition, respectively, was not detected prior to the cusp on the lower surfaces of the slat and main elements or prior to the trailing edge on the flap. The "L" for the upper suction peak at 19' indicates that the location is actually on the lower side of the element when the slat is in its rotated position.

Note the discrepancy present in the location of the flap suction peak between the 50%-span station (mid) and the auxiliary station near the hot films at 73.4%-span (aux) at both angles of attack. Computed suction peaks agree best with the "mid" data. This table represents only a subset of the transition location measurements taken. A complete set of more than 50 cases, including different Reynolds numbers, Mach numbers, and flap settings as well as more details of the experimental database, can be found in Bertelrud and Bertelrud et al.

4. DESCRIPTION OF THE COMPUTER CODE

The computer code CFL3D solves the three-dimensional time-dependent thin-layer (in each coordinate direction) Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations with an upwind finite-volume formulation. It can solve flows over multiple-zone grids that are connected in a one-to-one, patched, or overset manner, and can employ grid sequencing, multigrid, and local time stepping when accelerating convergence to steady state. Upwind-biased spatial differencing is used for the inviscid terms, and flux limiting is used to obtain smooth solutions in the vicinity of shock waves, when present. Viscous terms are centrally differenced. The flux-difference-splitting (FDS) method of Roe is employed to obtain fluxes at the cell faces.

The CFL3D code is advanced in time with an implicit three-factor approximate factorization method. The implicit derivatives are written as spatially first-order accurate, which results in block triadional inversions for each sweep. However, for solutions that utilize FDS the block triadional inversions are further simplified with a diagonal algorithm (with a spectral radius scaling of the viscous terms). Further details of the CFL3D computer code are not given here; they can be found in the cited references. CFL3D has been used previously to compute 2D multi-element airfoil flow fields with generally good success.

When free-air grids are used, a far-field point vortex correction is applied at the outer boundary. This correction has a significant impact, particularly on the computed drag for multi-element airfoil flows. When internal flow on a grid with walls is computed, the inflow total pressure and total temperature are specified according to isentropic flow relations, and the outflow back pressure is set to obtain the desired inflow Mach number.

5. TURBULENCE MODELING

The S-A one-equation and SST two-equation eddy-viscosity turbulence models employed in this study are documented in their respective references. However, the S-A model has a further modification to improve convergence by preventing 5 from going negative, suggested by P. Spalart in a private communication (March 1993), that

$$
\bar{S} = f_{S}S + \frac{\bar{v}}{k^{2}}f_{v2}
$$

where

$$
f_{v2} = \left(1 + \frac{\kappa}{c_{v2}}\right)^{-3}
$$

$$
f_{v3} = \frac{(1 + \chi f_{v}) (1 - f_{v2})}{\chi}
$$

and $c_{v2}$ is taken as 5. The SST model has also been modified slightly from its original form. Details are given in Menter and Rumsey. (Note that there is an error in equation 17 in that reference. It should read:

$$
\Gamma = \max(2\Gamma_{1}, \Gamma_{2})
$$

Also, in equation 1 in that reference, the terms $\sigma_{1}\mu$, and $\sigma_{2}\mu$, should be replaced by $\mu + \sigma_{1}\mu$, and $\mu + \sigma_{2}\mu$, respectively.)

The Gatski-Speziale explicit algebraic stress model (EASM) represents an effective compromise between the full second-moment closure and a two-equation eddy-viscosity model. It extracts an algebraic relationship between the turbulent Reynolds stress and the mean velocity field by assuming equilibrium hypotheses on both the convective and diffusive terms of the Reynolds stress transport equation. The EASM model was first implemented in CFL3D by Abid et al.50 in both $k - \omega$ and $k - e$ formulation. Further modifications to the model have been made since that time.57 For all the results in this paper, the model is implemented in $k - \omega$ formulation as follows.

$$
\frac{Dk}{Dt} = P_{k} - \omega k + \frac{1}{\rho \partial x_{j}} \left[ \mu + \frac{\mu^{*}}{\sigma_{k}} \frac{\partial k}{\partial x_{j}} \right]
$$

$$
\frac{D\omega}{Dt} = P_{\omega} - \beta \omega^{2} + \frac{1}{\rho \partial x_{j}} \left[ \mu + \frac{\mu^{*}}{\sigma_{\omega}} \frac{\partial \omega}{\partial x_{j}} \right]
$$

where the production terms are:

$$
P_{k} = -\frac{\partial u_{t}}{\partial x_{j}}
$$

$$
P_{\omega} = \gamma \omega \left( -\frac{\partial u_{t}}{\partial x_{j}} \right)
$$

and $\sigma_{k} = \frac{\mu}{\omega} - \sigma_{e} = 2.2$, $\beta = 0.83$, $\gamma = \beta - \frac{\kappa^{2}}{\sigma_{\omega}/c_{v}^{2} \epsilon}$], and $\kappa = 0.41$. The equilibrium eddy viscosity term employed in the diffusion terms of equations (5) and (6) is given by

$$
\mu^{*} = \frac{\mu^{*} b_{k}}{\omega}
$$
where $c_{p}^{*} = 0.081$.

The explicit nonlinear constitutive equation that is used to close the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations is given (after regularization) by

$$\rho \tau_{ij} = \frac{2}{3} \rho k \delta_{ij} - 2 \mu \left( S_{ij} - \frac{1}{3} S_{kl} \delta_{ij} \right) - 2 \mu' \alpha_{3} \left( S_{ik} W_{kj} + S_{jk} W_{ki} \right) + \frac{4 \mu' \alpha_{3}}{\omega} \left( S_{ik} S_{lj} - \frac{1}{3} S_{kl} S_{ij} \right)$$

(10)

The turbulent viscosity $\mu_{t}$ is

$$\mu_{t} = c_{\mu} \frac{p k}{\omega}$$

(11)

and

$$c_{\mu} = \frac{3(1 + \eta^{2}) + 0.2(\eta^{6} + \zeta^{6})}{3 + \eta^{2} + 6 \zeta^{2} \eta^{2} + 6 \zeta^{2} + \eta^{6} + \zeta^{6}} \alpha_{1}$$

(12)

$$\eta = \frac{\alpha_{2}}{\omega} (S_{ij} S_{ij})^{1/2}$$

(13)

$$\zeta = \frac{\alpha_{3}}{\omega} (W_{ij} W_{ij})^{1/2}$$

(14)

and $\alpha_{1} = \left( \frac{4}{3} - C_{2} \right) (g/2)$, $\alpha_{2} = \left( 2 - C_{3} \right) (g/2)$, $\alpha_{3} = \left( 2 - C_{4} \right) (g/2)$, and $g = \left( C_{3}/2 + C_{3} - 1 \right)^{1}$. The constants governing the Speziale-Sarkar-Gatski (SSG) pressure-strain correlation model are: $C_{1} = 6.8$, $C_{2} = 0.36$, $C_{3} = 1.25$, $C_{4} = 0.4$, and $C_{5} = 1.88$.

The $\mu'$ terms in equation (10) are given by

$$\mu'_{t} = c_{\mu}' \frac{p k}{\omega}$$

(15)

where

$$c_{\mu}' = \frac{3(1 + \eta^{2})}{3 + \eta^{2} + 6 \zeta^{2} \eta^{2} + 6 \zeta^{2} + \eta^{6} + \zeta^{6}} \alpha_{1}$$

(16)

6. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results are computed for both the AGARD and the McDonnell Douglas configurations. Three turbulence models – S-A, SST, and EASM – are used for the former, but only S-A and EASM are used for the latter.

6.1 AGARD Configuration

For the AGARD configuration, surface pressure coefficients and boundary layer total pressure coefficient profiles are compared with experimental results at an angle of attack of $4.01^\circ$ in figures 3(a) – (c). On the flap and the main element, all three turbulence models predict $c_{p}$ for this case in good agreement with experimental levels. On the slat, all three models predict $c_{p}$ in good agreement with experiment over the upper surface, and EASM yields significantly different pressures from the other two models in the cove region, closer to experiment.

A similar comparison of surface pressure coefficients at a higher angle of attack of $20.18^\circ$ is shown in figures 4(a) – (c). In this case, all turbulence models yield similar results, in good agreement with the experimental results.

Boundary layer profiles of total pressure coefficient are given at $x/c = 0.35$ on the upper surface of the main element, as well as at three stations on the upper surface of the flap, as shown in figure 5. Results are shown for the $4.01^\circ$ case in figures 6(a) – (d), and for the $20.18^\circ$ case in figures 7(a) – (d). The parameter $d$ in the figures represents the normal distance from the airfoil surface. At the lower angle of attack, all three models give similar results, in good agreement with experiment, with the exception that EASM predicts more mixing between the flap boundary layer and main element wake than experiment or the other models. Also, the computations with all three turbulence models show evidence of a slat wake whereas the experiment does not. It is interesting to note that even though EASM shows different slat cove $c_{p}$ predictions in figure 3(a), its slat wake does not exhibit much difference from the other models.

At the higher angle of attack, all of the models miss
the locations of the main and slat wake at the two aft-most stations on the flap. However, as will be shown in section 6.2.2, modeling the wind tunnel walls has a large effect on the velocity profiles over the flap when the multi-element airfoil is at high angle of attack: computations with walls included tend to shift the wake locations upward. This tendency would improve the current predictions. There are also small differences in total pressure coefficient levels for the three turbulence models there; in particular, EASM yields a deeper slat wake deficit than the other two models, while SST yields a deeper main-element wake deficit.

Fig. 4. AGARD surface pressure coefficient, alpha=20.18°.

Results for this configuration indicate that, while there are minor variations between the three turbulence models, all produce very similar surface pressure and boundary layer total pressure predictions in general. Lift, drag, and moment coefficient over the range of angle-of-attack through maximum lift are also predicted.

Fig. 5. AGARD profile locations.

Fig. 6. AGARD total pressure coefficient profiles, alpha = 4.01°.

Fig. 7. AGARD total pressure coefficient profiles, alpha = 20.18°.
similarly by the three turbulence models for this case, as shown in figures 8(a) – (c). The CFD integrated quantities compare well with experiment over a large range of angles of attack, but computations overpredict the maximum lift coefficient and the angle at which it occurs. The computations also do not exhibit slat separation or the rapid drop-off of lift past \(C_{\text{L}}\) max typical of take-off configurations with leading-edge stall. The drag and moment coefficients also do not agree with experiment at the highest angles of attack past stall.

6.2 McDonnell Douglas Configuration

Most of the following results use the McDonnell Douglas 30P-30N landing configuration at an angle of attack of 19°, although some results are also given for a lower angle of attack of 8°. It should be stressed that the hot film data and the pressure, velocity, and skin friction data were taken in independent wind tunnel tests.\(^{15-17,47}\)

Velocity profiles are given at the locations shown in figure 9. When transition locations are set according to the experimental data of Table 1, they are assumed to be at the ending locations from the hot film data. One exception to this is on the slat upper surface at an angle of attack of 19°. In this case, placing the CFD transition at the ending location results in separation, since the laminar boundary layer cannot negotiate the severe adverse pressure gradient. (Although not shown, this result has also been confirmed with computations using a finer embedded grid around the slat nose, as well as with computations using an independent boundary layer code. The result is also the same whether or not tunnel walls are modeled in the CFD.) Therefore, transition is instead placed as far downstream as possible such that the laminar boundary layer on the slat does not separate.

6.2.1 Effect of Transition Locations

The effect of transition locations is explored using the S-A turbulence model on the free-air grid only. It is very important to remember that the CFL3D code does not employ any transition modeling. The code merely zeroes out the production terms in the turbulence model equations in the regions where laminar flow is desired. There is no transition state at all; the turbulence production is either “off” or “on.” (Turbulence transport and diffusion are always active, however.) This transition procedure is different from the “trip source term” procedure employed by Spalart and Allmaras.\(^{30}\) The current method is used to maintain consistency between the different turbulence models in CFL3D.

It is also important to realize that although “fully turbulent” solutions are accomplished with the production terms of the turbulence models active everywhere, this does not necessarily guarantee that a turbulent boundary layer will exist as far forward as the stagnation point. Instead, in a “fully turbulent” solution, the models essentially transition on their own. In other words, the solution to the turbulence equations results in eddy viscosity levels which may or may not be large enough to create a turbulent boundary layer profile. Generally, at high Reynolds numbers the “fully turbulent” computations result in transition locations well forward of the locations seen experimentally. For example, at 19° the locations where the S-A model transitions on its own are listed in Table 2. (Transition is assumed to occur when the maximum eddy viscosity level nondimensionalized by molecular viscosity \(\mu_\text{e}/\mu_\text{m}\) in the boundary layer first exceeds unity.) Stagnation points on the lower surfaces of the slat and main elements are \(x/c = -0.031\) and 0.154, respectively. The “fully turbulent” transition locations are all well forward of the experimental regions from Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>transition</th>
<th>(x/c), S-A fully turbulent</th>
<th>(x/c) range, from Table 1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SLAT lower</td>
<td>-0.034</td>
<td>n/a – n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLAT upper</td>
<td>-0.051 L</td>
<td>-0.085 - 0.082</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN lower</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.685 – n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MAIN upper</td>
<td>0.125 L</td>
<td>0.061 – 0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLAP lower</td>
<td>turbulent everywhere</td>
<td>n/a – n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLAP upper</td>
<td>turbulent everywhere</td>
<td>0.892 – 0.921</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 10. Effect of transition location on 30P-30N surface pressure coefficient, S-A model on free-air grid, \(\alpha=19^\circ\).

Figures 10(a) – (c) show surface pressure coefficients on each of the elements for both the fully turbulent solution as well as a solution for which the transition on each of the elements is specified according to the experimental data in Table 1, as discussed above. Both computed results are in good agreement with experiment, \(\pm 15\%\), with only small variations evident on the upper surfaces between the fully-turbulent and transition-specified results. As pointed out in section 1.1, the multi-element interactions largely manipulate the inviscid flow; therefore it is not surprising that transition location has only a small effect on the surface pressures. However, these small variations in pressure translate to a difference in lift coefficient of about 0.12, of the same order of magnitude as experimental differences in lift coefficient due to flap rigging changes that wing designers would like to predict with CFD.\(^1\) Also, as will be shown next, the velocity field is quite sensitive to transition location. Because viscous effects are a contributing factor to skin friction forces, possible boundary layer separation, and the stall process governed by the unloading of the aft end of the main element, it is clearly important to predict boundary layer and wake profiles accurately.

To compute the boundary layer and wake thickness correctly over the main element, transition locations must be set correctly. This effect is demonstrated for the upper surface in figures 11(a) and (b). The velocity profiles at the stations \(x/c = 0.45\) and \(x/c = 0.89817\) are shown for the main element fully turbulent versus main element with upper surface transition set close to the transition-ending location from Table 1. The slat and flap are both fully turbulent in this case. When the main element is fully turbulent, its boundary layer profile (below “slat wake” in figure 11(a)) is too thick compared with experiment.\(^\text{15}\) When transition is set, the profile below the slat wake agrees better. The part of the wake due to the main element upper surface boundary layer (upper part of “main wake” in figure 11(b)) is also better predicted with transition specified. In addition, the computed skin friction coefficient on the main element, although still low at the \(x/c = 0.45\) station, is in better agreement with experiment\(^\text{16}\) when the transition is set, as seen in figure 12.

Fig. 11. Effect of main element transition location on 30P-30N velocity profiles, S-A model on free-air grid, \(\alpha=19^\circ\).

In figures 11(a) and (b), when the slat is fully turbulent the slat wake is predicted to be too wide and deep. Because it is likely that the slat transition location has a large influence on the slat wake structure over the downstream elements, we next turn our attention to an investigation of its effect. Both the upper and lower surfaces of the slat contribute to the shape of the slat wake. However, since the lower surface has the added complication of separated flow followed by reattachment in the cove, we focus our attention solely on the effect of upper surface transition location. The lower surface transition is set at the cusp for all cases shown here.

Unfortunately, the upper surface transition location on the slat cannot be pushed further downstream than approximately \(x/c = -0.0847\), while still maintaining
Fig. 12. Effect of main element transition location on 30P-30N upper surface main element skin friction, S-A model on free-air grid, alpha=19°.

Fig. 13. Effect of slat transition location on 30P-30N velocity profiles, S-A model on free-air grid, alpha=19°.
trailing edge. At this angle of attack, however, no upper surface slat transition location provides satisfactory slat wake profiles in good agreement with experiment. Although not shown, results are similar using EASM.

At this time, it is not known what physical processes on the slat are not being modeled correctly in the computations. Although we strongly suspect that the primary cause is related to transition (upper and/or lower surface transition locations, transition modeling, laminar bubble modeling, possible transition in the cove free-shear layer, etc.), it is also possible that 3D effects or possibly unsteady effects resulting from the slat-cove separated flow are contributing factors. Certainly inadequate turbulence modeling in the wake may be a contributing factor as well, but there is no evidence at this time to point to its being a primary source of error. Determining the actual causes will be difficult because there are almost no experimental flow field data over the slat itself at this high Reynolds number. It will also be difficult to draw conclusions about the ability of turbulence models to accurately predict processes such as slat wake / boundary layer merging until we are confident that the slat flow field, and consequently its initial wake profile, are computed adequately to start with.

6.2.2 Effect of Turbulence Model

For the remainder of the computations in this paper (all at 19°), the ending transition locations from the experiment - as given in Table 1 - are used, with the exception mentioned earlier that the slat upper surface transition is placed at $x/c = -0.0847$ to avoid laminar boundary layer separation. No boundary layer suction is employed. However, it is recognized that the flow over the slat is not being modeled correctly; therefore the results are deficient in that regard.

Also, all remaining computations are performed on grids with the tunnel walls modeled. The effect of the tunnel walls using EASM is shown in figures 16(a) – (d). The largest effect is on the profiles on the flap, where including the walls causes the wakes to be shifted upward because the streamlines are constrained from turning as much. The wake deficits are also, for the most part, deeper when the walls are modeled. These wall effects are consistent with those reported by Cao et al.22

Results using the S-A model and EASM are compared in figures 17(a) – (d) and in figures 18(a) – (d). The velocity profiles predicted by the two models are very similar, as are the turbulent shear stress profiles, which are rotated so as to be taken with respect to the directions parallel ($u'$) and normal ($v'$) to the body surface. However, EASM tends to give slightly lower peak $u'v'$ levels over the flap, in general. Also, at the first station on the flap, EASM predicts the peak $u'v'$ to be deeper in the flap boundary layer than the S-A model. The reason for this shift is currently not known. In spite of this difference, there is very little impact on the computed velocity profiles.

Computations with the S-A model require roughly between 3000 - 6000 multigrid cycles to converge, depending on the case and initial conditions, at a CPU cost of approximately 10 $\mu$s / grid point / multigrid cycle on a single-processor CRAY C90. EASM is more dependent on its initial conditions, and therefore can often require more multigrid cycles to reach convergence, at a CPU cost of approximately 13 $\mu$s / grid point / multigrid cycle.
Fig. 16. Effect of walls on $30^\circ$P-$30^\circ$N velocity profiles, EASM, transition set, $\alpha=19^\circ$.

Fig. 17. Effect of turbulence model on $30^\circ$P-$30^\circ$N velocity profiles, transition set, walls modeled, $\alpha=19^\circ$. 
The flows over two different multi-element airfoil configurations have been computed using linear eddy viscosity turbulence models and a nonlinear explicit algebraic stress model. A subset of recently-measured transition locations using hot film on a McDonnell Douglas configuration has been presented, and the effect of transition location on the computed solutions has been explored. Based on the computed results and comparison with experimental data, the following conclusions are made:

1. Specifying transition location correctly is crucial to the accurate computation of boundary layer velocity profiles. Poor boundary layer profile predictions lead to poor trailing-edge near-wake profile predictions and, therefore, poor predictions in the far wake region. Thus, inadequate wake predictions cannot be attributed solely to inadequate turbulence modeling, but must be attributed in part to deficiencies in transition prediction on the generating element. Recently measured transition locations are helpful in this regard. Using them for the main element improves the prediction of its boundary layer thickness, skin friction, and wake profile shape.

2. The flow field over the slat is not well understood and is difficult to predict. Using the measured transition locations for the slat either results in slat separation or else results in only marginal improvement in slat wake profiles in comparison with experimental data. Possible reasons for this disagreement are: (i) the fact that CFD does not model the transition process itself, which may be more important on the slat than on the other elements, (ii) the hot film array used to measure the transition locations may have some effect on the flow field and possibly the transition locations themselves, and (iii) important slat physics (such as possible 3D effects, laminar separation bubbles, and shear-layer transition and/or unsteadiness in the cove region) are not being modeled in the computations. Future CFD efforts in this area may be hampered by the fact that detailed experimental flow field measurements can be difficult to obtain in the slat region, particularly at high Reynolds numbers because of the smaller scales. However, since the computation of the slat flow field appears to represent a key roadblock to successful predictions of multi-element flows, some experimental efforts to document the flow physics in this region may be prudent.

3. Although there are some variations, the nonlinear explicit algebraic stress turbulence model overall gives very similar results to linear eddy viscosity turbulence models.
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